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Subject: English (Class IV)
Resources: NCERT/State Textbook of English Language for Class IV or other
resources – Story Books, links as given, various objects available at home.

Learning
Outcomes

The learner–
• Recites
poems with
appropriate
expressions
and intonation
• Responds
verbally to
questions based
on day-to-day
experiences
• Writes dictation
of words/
phrases

Week-wise suggestive activities along with variety of resources
(to be guided by teachers or parents)
Activities for children having
some kind of digital device

Activities for children without
having any digital device

Week 1

Week 1

Theme: Sports and Games
Link: https://diksha.
gov.in/play/content/
do_3133469429122334721955

Theme: Sports and Games
(The parent may take the help of
the teacher before the activity if
required.)

The parent reads out the poem to
the learner from the textbook or
photocopy. The parent facilitates
listening to the poem. After a second
listening, the learners are asked
to describe pictures/ images that
come to mind during their listening.
Learners may be encouraged to
The parent interacts with the learner identify their favourite four lines and
on a sport that he/ she used to play recite them.
and initiates a discussion about the
Also, follow instructions in the
learner’s favourite game in detail.
previous column.
The parent says aloud names of
various sports. The learner may be
asked to classify games into indoor/
outdoor and list them. The parent
may select a similar activity from the
Internet for additional practice.
The parent facilitates listening to
the poem. After a second listening,
the learners are asked to describe
pictures/ images that come to mind
during their listening. Learners
may be encouraged to identify their
favourite four lines and recite them.

Assessment Questions
1. Write three questions beginning with ‘Why _________ ?
2. Write three questions beginning with ‘How _________ ?
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• Speaks briefly
on a familiar
issue
• Uses a
dictionary for
spelling and
meaning
• Uses
punctuation
marks
appropriately

Week 2

Week 2

Theme: Good health

Theme: Good Health

The learner may be asked to reflect
and speak on how people above 60
years of age can keep themselves
healthy. The parent may show
related images and information from
the Internet.

(The parent may take the help of
the teacher before the activity if
required.)
The learner may be asked to reflect
and speak on how people above 60
can keep themselves healthy.

The learner may be encouraged to
look up certain terms related to The learner may be encouraged
to look up certain terms related to
sports in the dictionary.
sports in the dictionary. (This activity
The learner may be encouraged may be done later if a dictionary is
to write short sentences on the not available. However, the parent
theme using punctuation marks may explain what a dictionary is.)
appropriately.
The
additional
practice may be provided using The learner may be encouraged
to write short sentences on the
similar activities from the Internet.
theme using punctuation marks
appropriately.

• Shares riddles
in English

Week 3

Week 3

Theme: Linguistic diversity

Theme: Linguistic diversity

• Responds
Learners interact with parents/
verbally to
questions based siblings/ grandparents at home/
over the phone to share riddles in
on a story
English and learn new ones in the
• Presents orally
mother tongue and English. Riddles
the highlights of
may also be selected from the Internet
a narration
by the parent.
The learner listens to a folktale
narrated by the parent on how
wisdom overcomes a problematic
situation. The parent may ask
questions in between to ensure that
the learner has understood.
The learner may re-tell the above
story in brief, presenting only the
highlights.

Learners interact with parents/
siblings/ grandparents at home/
with peers and neighbours to share
riddles in English and learn new ones
in the mother tongue and English.
Follow the instruction in the previous
column
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• Responds
verbally to
questions
based on a
story read/
heard
• Recites
poems with
appropriate
expressions
and intonation
• Uses
punctuation
marks
appropriately

Week 4
Theme: Curiosity and wonder
The parent may facilitate independent
and silent reading by the learner
by providing opportunities to read
picture
books/children’s
stories
in magazines/NROER based on
adventure and curiosity. The parent
may ask questions based on the
story to elicit responses in English.
Link: https://diksha.
gov.in/play/content/
do_31334694310110003212521
The parent facilitates listening to
the poem. After a second listening,
the learners are asked to describe
pictures/ images that come to mind
during their listening. Learners
may be encouraged to identify their
favourite four lines and recite them.
The learner is asked to write three
questions beginning with ‘Why’.

• Solves simple
Crossword
puzzles
• Reads subtitles
on TV
• Uses linkers
to indicate
connectedness

Week 4
Theme: Curiosity and wonder
The parent may facilitate independent
and silent reading by the learner
by providing opportunities to read
picture books/children’s stories
in magazines/NROER based on
adventure and curiosity. The parent
may ask questions based on the
story to elicit responses in English.
(The parent may take the help of
the teacher before the activity if
required.)
The parent reads out the poem to
the learner from the textbook or
photocopy. After a second listening,
the learners are asked to describe
pictures/ images that come to mind
during their listening. Learners
may be encouraged to identify their
favourite four lines and recite them.
The learner is asked to write three
questions beginning with ‘Why’.

Week 5

Week 5

Theme: The world of words

Theme: The world of words

The parent may provide clues to the The parent may provide clues to the
learner, to
learner, to enable him/ her to arrive
enable him/ her to arrive at an answer at an answer of one word.
of one word. Simple crosswords
downloaded from the Internet may The learner may be encouraged to
watch any English news channel
be shown to the learner.
and try to read the subtitles or
The learner may be encouraged to information provided in a running
watch any English news channel and ribbon below, for a few minutes
try to read the subtitles or information every day. This may be done with a
provided in a running ribbon below, Community TV.
for a few minutes every day.
The learner may be asked to describe
a process. The parent may ensure
that the learner uses the linkers
appropriately. Selected examples
from the Internet may be shown to
the learner.

The learner may be asked to
describe a process. The parent may
ensure that the learner uses the
linkers appropriately. The parent
may mention that linking words are
found in all languages.
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Week 6

Week 6

Theme: Fitness

Theme: Fitness

The parent may discuss the ‘Fit India’
initiative, and show information
about it from the Internet. The
learner may be involved with words
such as racing, diving, swimming,
etc. and either enact or draws them
to express the sense of movement.

Before the activity, the parent may
gather information about the ‘Fit
India’ initiative and tell the learner
about it. The parent may initiate a
discussion on various sports. The
learner may be involved with words
such as racing, diving, swimming,
etc. and either enact or draws them
to express the sense of movement.

The learner may be provided with
20 words related to three different
sports and asked to classify them.
As a reverse activity, the learner may
say sport-related words and ask the
parent to classify them.

The learner may be provided with
20 words related to three different
sports and asked to classify them.
As a reverse activity, the learner may
say sport-related words and ask the
parent to classify them.
The parent may provide information
about a local sportsperson. The
parent encourages the learner to
identify the important points and
writes them down. With these, the
learner writes a few sentences on the
sportsperson.

Assessment Question
Choose the correct option to answer.
• The sports teacher said, “When I blow the whistle, all of you start running.”
• So, when the whistle blew, the children
99 had to blow
99 had to run
99 had to begin

• Uses nouns,
pronouns,
adjectives, and
prepositions in
speech
• Presents
highlights orally
in English

Week 7

Week 7

Theme: Multilingualism
The parent shows an age-appropriate
and interesting single-panel cartoon,
with or without words. Such cartoons
may be selected and downloaded
from the Internet by the parent. The
learner responds and describes it
briefly in English.

Theme: Multilingualism
The parent shows an age-appropriate
and interesting single-panel cartoon,
with or without words. (Before the
activity, the teacher may photocopy
a cartoon and share it with the
parents.) The learner responds and
describes it briefly in English.
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The learner may be encouraged to
collect information on friends and
neighbours, their place of origin, and
the languages they speak at home.
He/ she presents the information
briefly in English.

The learner may be encouraged to
collect information on friends and
neighbours, their place of origin, and
the languages they speak at home.
He/ she presents the information
briefly in English.

Assessment Questions
Fill in the blanks choosing from the words in brackets
(between towards into over)
1. One day an ant found a small block of jaggery. Immediately it signalled its friends about the
food.
2. Within no time, a series of ants started rolling the block _________ the ant hill. The ant hill was
in ________ two coconut trees. On their way they crawled across a wall and _______ a small
twig and crawled along some saplings in a garden. Finally they broke the block of jaggery into
pieces and carried them _____ the ant hill.

• Builds word
chains
• Reads
headlines in the
newspaper
• Reads printed
script in
advertisements

Week 8

Week 8

Theme: The World of words

Theme: The World of words

The learner is provided the word Please follows instructions in the
HAND and asked to write as many previous column
related words as he/ she can.
For differently abled children
having access to digital content
The parent may encourage the
learner to read out the headlines in https://diksha.gov.
any English newspaper and say what in/play/content/
do_313286355847315456115106
he/ she understood.
https://diksha.gov.
The parent may encourage the learner in/play/content/
to read out the advertisements in any do_313286356069433344115107
https://diksha.gov.
English newspaper.
in/play/content/
do_313286356363124736115108
https://diksha.gov.
in/play/content/
do_313286259966271488114895
https://diksha.gov.
in/play/content/
do_313286980765589504118336
https://diksha.gov.
in/play/content/
do_313286981419220992118340
https://diksha.gov.
in/play/content/
do_31332151105390182411714

